A ‘green’ link from Highlands to Cashiers

A Greenway connecting Highlands and Cashiers is a lofty concept but there are folks who think it’s worth a try.

In recent weeks, Mayor Pat Taylor has met with various members of the communities to discuss the feasibility of connecting Highlands and Cashiers with a greenway – similar to the way the Highlands Greenway connects areas of Highlands.

As it turns out, with the Blue-Zones region project underway, a hiking trail to Cashiers would fit right in. Since at least 16,000 people need to be involved the Blue-Zones region project, such a trail could be developed.

Hurricanes out-swim Jackson Cty Swim Team

Highlands Hurricanes Out Swim Jackson County Swim Team at Home

The Highlands Hurricanes were joined by the Jackson County Swim Team on Thursday, June 13 at the Highlands Rec Park pool. The Hurricanes scored 726 to JCST’s 195.

The Hurricanes set 55 Personal Records (PRs), 3 Team Records, 2 Pool Records and 1 Mountain Swim League (MSL) Record.

The Hurricanes were led by Jelehna McKim who scored 28 pts., won 4 events and had 1 team record. Matti Cohen, Dasha Halldin, and Junior Olympians Chase Kenter and Layla Babac all scored 27 pts. and won 5 events. Cohen had 3 PRs, 1 Team record and 1 pool record. Halldin had a PR, Babac had a PR and a Team Record, while Kenter set a Pool Record and another MSL Record.

Woodruff comes through for fire dept.

Jane Woodruff has done it again.

Thanks to her years of philanthropic work Highlands has a civic building at the Rec Park, a hospital and a post office. Now Highlands is about to get a new, expanded fire department and training facility on the 2.48 acres Woodruff had for sale at 149 Franklin Road – the old deVille property.

Times have changed for the Highlands Fire & Rescue Department. There is a need for 24/7 staffing, compliance with new regulations concerning safety and space requirements and the need for a new training facility.

The site of the soon-to-be new HF&R Dept. at 149 Franklin Road.

– Photo by Brian O’Shea

County and towns to get Airbnb room tax proceeds

Like homeowners, Macon County stands to profit from Airbnb’s success.

Over a 19-month period, Macon County has collected $178,000 in occupancy taxes paid by Airbnb, Inc. on behalf of homeowners who have rented their property from August 2015 to April 2019.

Airbnb, Inc. is an online marketplace and hospitality service brokerage company which members use to arrange or offer lodging and tourism experiences. Acting as a broker, the company receives commissions from each booking. As with other lodging establishments, the company charges and pays occupancy taxes on each nights’ stay to the county.

Occupancy taxes are used in the district that they were incurred; money generated in Highlands is used in the Highlands district and likewise the same in County and towns.

Fun for the whole family!
The Highlands Town Board meets tonight at 7 p.m. at the Highlands Conference Center next to the ball field. Like in the past, the June meeting is one of the biggest meetings of the year.

Two public hearings are on the agenda. The first is on the proposed town budget for the coming fiscal year. After the hearing the budget will get final approval and go into place July 1.

The proposed budget contains substantial funding for road paving projects and a waterline replacement. Folks ask me when various projects will get underway, especially paving projects. After the budget is approved, staff will finalize contracts and call for bids. It takes anywhere from several weeks to months for these projects to begin.

Another part of the new budget involves a slight increase water and sewer rates. A board committee will recommend raising the minimum water and sewer fees by one dollar. Coupled with that increase will be an increase of the water usage amount for the minimum fee. That usage amount will double to 5,000 gallons per month. Also, there will be a slight, graduated increase in rates for customers that exceed the basic usage rate.

The budget keeps property tax rate at current levels, but the fire tax will increase 2 cents per $100 of property tax evaluation. The increase will go toward the purchase of the property and the construction of the new fire station on US 64 across from the post office. The increase will also be used to move toward 24/7 staffing of the department. How will the old fire house be used once the new one is completed remains to be determined. The good news is that the town will have options in addressing future needs.

The second hearing at the meeting will be to modify the Unified Development Ordinance in the areas of fencing, walls and habitable stories in non-residential districts. These changes are intended to clarify existing parts of the ordinances. The town staff continually reviews parts of the UDO as situations occur in order to insure ordinance language is clear and unambiguous.

The board will also hear requests for end of the year budget amendments. One amendment will be to appropriate $150,000 as earnest money for purchasing land for the new fire station.

A major agenda item will be the traffic schedule amendment. The public safety committee has developed a plan to change speed limits on several town roads, especially in residential areas that are narrow and unmarked. These changes come from a request at the May meeting to lower the speed limit on Hickory Hill Road.

I will be making a presentation and requesting that the public works committee review and recommend changes to Chapter 12 of the Ordinance Code concerning trash collection. We have made no changes in this area since 1982. It is time to upgrade the way trash is collected, especially in the context of moving toward a BearWise community.

See everyone tonight.

Friendly, helpful Highlands

Dear Editor,

Being a flat lander from Mississippi, my wife and I have fallen in love with Highlands and the surrounding area. Yesterday as I was backing down the wrong road to a friends house, just off of Bowery Road, I backed into a ditch and became immobile. No less than seven different cars/truck drivers offered their assistance as they stopped to help.

A young lady went home to get a tow strap and in a matter of minutes, I was back up on the road.

The spirit and generosity of the Highlanders was well appreciated and shall not be forgotten. Yet more reasons why we keep coming back to this special place.

Mike & Ann Marsh
Brandon, Mississippi

For Real-time Weather and the Extended Forecast, go to www.highlandsinfo.com and click on Weather.
COTTAGES ON 4TH
ELEVATED LIVING IN HIGHLANDS, NORTH CAROLINA

Another great community from Old Edwards Hospitality! Located in-town, an easy walk to all that Highlands has to offer, this property is just over three acres; six homes will be constructed, each on a half acre lot. The community will be gated and heavily landscaped and include a common area with a pavilion and small pond. John Lupoli, the renowned Highlands builder, will build them so the quality will be second to none! There are two floor plans — a one level and a two-story, both with three bedrooms and three-and-a-half baths. The beautiful finishes will include:

- 12 foot ceilings in the great room with wood beams and high baseboards
- Kohler fixtures, granite in all baths and in the kitchen
- Carrera or travertine tile in the baths and heated master bath floors
- Stainless steel KitchenAid appliance package
- Maytag appliances in the laundry room
- Wonderful outdoor spaces with a wood-burning fireplace

Pricing includes a full membership to Old Edwards Club valued at $80,000. This membership includes all of the new family-friendly amenities at Glen Cove by Old Edwards.

Offered for $1,695,000  |  Contact Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Meadows Mountain Realty for more information

Photos shown are of another Old Edwards Club project, Cottages on 5th, and are representative of what will be offered at Cottages on 4th.
**Highlands Area Dining**

- **WOLFGANG’S**
  - Restaurant & Wine Bistro
  - Serving Lunch and Dinner Year-Round.
  - Gourmet Foods, Full Service Bar
  - Town Square at 343-D Main St. • Highlands
  - Phone: 828-526-4035
  - Serving Lunch
    - 11a to 4p
  - AND
  - Serving Dinner
    - from 5:30p
  - 7 Days a Week

- **Wild Thyme Gourmet Restaurant**
  - Serving Lunch
    - 11a to 4p
  - AND
  - Serving Dinner
    - from 5:30p
  - 7 Days a Week

- **Asia House**
  - Japanese • Asian • Thai Cuisine
  - Open Year Round • 7 days
  - Closed daily 3 to 4:30p
  - Mon. thru Thurs., 11a to 10p
  - Fri. & Sat., 11a to 11p
  - Sun., noon to 10p
  - Phone: 828-787-1680 or 828-787-1900
  - We Cater!
  - 151 Helen’s Barn Avenue
  - Please call for reservations

- **The Log Cabin**
  - Casual Dining
  - Fresh Seafood, Steaks & Comfortable Italian
  - Dinner Nightly at 5:00 PM
  - Celebrating 25 Years
  - 474 Main Street | 828.526.3807 | wolfgangs.net

- **...on the Verandah**
  - Restaurant on Lake Sequoyah
  - www.ontheverandah.com
  - US 64 west • Highlands
  - Dinner served nightly at 5:30
  - Sunday Brunch begins at 11 a.m.
  - Phone: 828-526-2338

- **Lakeside Restaurant**
  - Join Us For Our 30th Season
  - TUESDAY – SATURDAY
  - Dinner Starts @ 5:30PM
  - OPEN SUNDAY, MAY 26 FOR MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND
  - 531 Smallwood Ave | 828-526-9419
**NEW ON MARKET:** This historic Highlands CC golf cottage combines a classic mountain experience with all the modern conveniences. The large dining room features window and doors that open to both sides of the house, with adjoining deck overlooking the golf course. The owner’s bedroom is ensuite with den, bath with double vanity, jetted soaking tub, steam shower, double walk-in closets, heated slate floor, and heated towel rack. Owner is a NC real estate licensee.

**MLS# 91220** | **Offered for $1,925,000**

**NEW ON MARKET:** Sitting on just over 4 acres, large and elegant rooms abound this mini estate and surround you with exquisite finishes including hand-carved wood trim throughout. The great room of this stunning residence is graced by soaring ceilings and windows to take in the sweeping mountain and golf course views. A floor-to-ceiling stacked stone fireplace opens to both the great room and the kitchen. Located in Heatherstone Tops in Sky Valley, GA.

**MLS# 91136** | **Offered for $1,699,000**

---

**PRICE CHANGE:** You’ll love the babbling sound of the water feature that flows through the stone driveway and is visible from the kitchen window. This 4 bedroom, 5 1/2 bath home has spectacular views of a range of 30 mountains, including Satulah, Little Bear Pen, and Shortoff, as well as overlooking Highlands. This home is located in the exclusive gated community of Ravenel, which is walking distance to downtown Highlands.

**MLS# 90266** | **Was $3,057,000 NOW Offered for $2,997,000**

**PRICE CHANGE:** This lovely home features lots of natural wood and re-finished floors. With three bedrooms and two and one-half baths on the main level, it also features a garage, workshop, and additional room downstairs. The owners have made great improvements, including a new deck, retaining wall, new paint, encapsulated crawl space, appliances, and the price includes furnishings with only a couple of exceptions. Lovely back yard and nice patio. Don’t wait!

**MLS# 88950** | **Was $399,000 NOW Offered for $379,000**

---

**NEW on MARKET & PRICE CHANGES!**
**Highlands Area Dining •**

**SweetTreats**
Craft Ice Cream & Hand-Crafted Sandwiches
*Summer Hours:*
11:00AM - 8:00PM Mon - Sat
11:00AM - 5:00PM Sun
Corner of 4th & Main (115 S 4th Street) | 828-526-9632

**Highlands Deli**

**Bistro ON MAIN** - a restaurant
at The Main Street Inn
270 Main Street (828) 526-2590
Check out the website or call for hours.
Weekend music on the lawn.
www.mainstreet-inn.com

**Fressers Courtyard Cafe & Catering**
Mobile Kitchen/Grill for Onsite Catering
We bring the party to you!
Large Deli Selection and Quick Take-out
Call ahead. We'll have your order ready.
Courtyard Dining
Your table is ready. Weather permitting.
470 Oak St adjacent to the Park in Downtown Highlands
828-526-8847 WeCaterHighlands.com

**Dusty’s**
June 21-22 Weekend Special
2 – Ribeyes
Macaroni Salad
Broccoli Salad
Lemonade Pie
$29.95
We prepare — you cook and heat
Call to reserve
828-526-2762

**Altitudes Restaurant**
at Skyline Lodge
Fine Dining with a View!
Open for Dinner
Wed. - Sat at 5:30p
Open for Breakfast
Sat. & Sun. 7:30-10a
Sunday Brunch
11:30a to 2p
Appetizer
Beer Battered Grouper Fingers
Soup
Vegetable Beef
Fish Special
Fried Catfish and Hush Puppies
Meat Special
Baked Jamaican Jerked Chicken
Friday & Saturday Special
Slow-roasted Prime Rib
Reservations appreciated
470 Skyline Lodge Road
828-526-2121

**In Wright Square**
137 Main Street
Dine In or Take Out
828-820-8686
Open Mon.-Sat. 7a to 4p • Sun. 8a to 3p
All Day Craft Breakfast, Lunch and Pastries Galore
Vegan & Vegetarian Options
Eggs Your Way • Omelets
Corn Beef Hash • Eggs Benedict
3 Chef-Crafted Soups Daily
Salads
Hot Sandwiches Daily
Hand-made in-House Burgers
Panni Sandwiches • Cubans • Ruebens and much more!
Come See Us!

**Fressers Courtyard Cafe & Catering**
Mobile Kitchen/Grill for Onsite Catering
We bring the party to you!
Large Deli Selection and Quick Take-out
Call ahead. We'll have your order ready.
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Your table is ready. Weather permitting.
470 Oak St adjacent to the Park in Downtown Highlands
828-526-8847 WeCaterHighlands.com
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Come See Us!
**HIGHLANDS FALLS CC**  One of the best locations inside the gates of Highlands Falls Country Club, this one level home not only backs up to the National Forest land for complete privacy but makes for an easy walk to the Swim and Tennis Center or to the clubhouse. The great room is light and bright and opens to the kitchen and the large covered and screened porch. The master suite is oversized and has two walk-in closets and “his and hers” baths.

**MLS# 90917 | Offered for $597,000**

**HIGHLANDS**  Totally renovated from inside out, this charming cottage offers 3 bedrooms, 2 baths all on the main floor. Drive into the garage and walk into the laundry area, then into the new kitchen with the latest appliances. Master bedroom and bath sit at one end and the two other rooms and bath are on the other side of house. It has an attached two car garage with a small workshop area. The home is offered totally furnished, turnkey and ready to move into.

**MLS# 90683 | Offered for $595,000**

**HIGHLANDS**  This 3BR/3BA old Highlands home has hardwood floors and pine paneling. Attached to the home (no entrance from home) is 800 square feet of office/retail space. In the rear of the property is a one-bedroom apartment over a 2-car garage. House has two master suites with baths, and is all on one level, walk to town. Plenty of parking. Many options for residential/commercial. Zone B-4, light commercial. Owner financing to qualified buyer. OWNER/BROKER

**MLS# 90846 | Offered for $589,000**

**WILDWOOD MOUNTAIN**  You must see this beautiful, completely renovated home which offers a custom kitchen with SS appliances, breakfast nook and separate formal dining room. Handsome hardwood floors throughout and a vaulted wood ceiling in the living room with a cozy stone wood-burning fireplace add to the appeal. The master bedroom and 2 guest bedrooms are all on the main floor. Located in an ideal setting between Highlands and Cashiers.

**MLS# 90566 | Offered for $585,000**
Dear Editor,

My hat is off to the committee who came together to create a Blue Zone up here on the plateau. Too bad our population is too small for that designation; but a mini Blue Zone would be a lofty aim for us. Imagine having an entire population of healthy, trim and athletic citizens.

Another effort by our town leaders is decreasing speed limits coming into town and on some unmarked side roads. As a frequent walker in town I am anticipating this reduction as a positive move. I have not seen anyone stopped for speeding in quite a while but there are a bunch of drivers who regard the limits as a mere suggestion. The crosswalk in front of Town Hall needs repainting for starters. It is hard to stop for a pedestrian if you have just put your pedal to the metal. The wheelchair ramp at the post office is rather dangerous. If someone in a chair actually rolls down that ramp he or she shoots right into the Dillard Road — a place where Atlanta drivers are still at highway speeds. I have often wondered if cars are allowed to share the pedestrian crosswalk with walkers crossing with the proper signal. It is a little nerve wracking when someone is driving over my heels as I cross.

In closing, it seems to me, that if you are a blue zone wannabe—meaning you have been on a vegan diet all week, spent an hour working out and have gotten a good night’s sleep, you are to be congratulated. However, all those good habits are not going to contribute to living a long and healthy life if you get squashed in a crosswalk.

Glenda Bell
Highlands

Dear County Manager Roland & Board of County Commissioners.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your support of public education in our county. We truly believe that each of you understand that our children are our future.

Thank you for your willingness to support an educat-

--- An Open Letter ---

464 Carolina Way • YogaHighlands.com • 828-526-8880

MONDAY
Gentle Yoga Class 9am

TUESDAY
Yoga and Meditation 7:30am

WEDNESDAY
Intermediate Yoga Class 9am

FRIDAY
Intermediate Yoga Class 9am • Gentle Yoga Class 10:30am

SATURDAY
All Levels Yoga Class 9:30am

All Levels Welcome • Experienced and Effective Teachers
I have fond memories of reading my Dr. Seuss books and still have three titles on my bookshelf. The sing-song verses and the bold illustrations made me laugh. I also have a vague memory of Melania Trump being chastised by a librarian for sending a box of books containing Dr. Seuss titles to a school in Massachusetts in celebration of National Read a Book Day.

The librarian noted: “Dr. Seuss is a bit of a cliché, a tired and worn ambassador for children’s literature … Dr. Seuss’s illustrations are steeped in racist propaganda, caricatures, and harmful stereotypes.” This memory was resurrected for me when I read a Wall Street Journal book review of a new biography “Becoming Dr. Seuss.” The reviewer notes that despite this negative sentiment, Dr. Seuss books “occupied 14 of the 25 top slots in Publisher’s Weekly’s list of best-selling children’s picture books” in March of this year.

Before he became the beloved Dr. Seuss, many of Theodore Geisel’s political cartoons during WWII attacked “racism, bigotry, and anti-Semitism” but at the same time portrayed Japanese Americans as a danger to America. And, as his biographer points out, Geisel’s early children’s books, before “The Cat in the Hat,” contained ethnic and racial caricatures that would be seen as horrifying today.

One researcher “conducted a critical race analysis of 50 children’s books by Seuss and found that 98 percent of the human characters were white, and only two percent were people of color.” Yet another determined that the Cat in the Hat has its “roots in blackface minstrelsy.”

Perhaps I cannot see the harm in his later books because I’ve never seen the earlier works. The hoopla around rethinking Dr. Seuss prompted me to look at my books, “The Cat in the Hat,” “The Cat in the Hat Comes Back,” and “One fish two fish red fish blue fish.” I smiled as I flipped through them searching in vain for the “racist propaganda, caricatures, and harmful stereotypes” pointed out by others. My inability to see them may be an indicator that I’m not sufficiently woke.

I had a sudden flash of Rosie O’Donnell playing The Cat in the Hat in “Seussical” on Broadway in 2000 and Jim Carrey playing the Grinch in “How the Grinch Stole Christmas” the same year. I could not, however, unearth any condemnation of either actor for starring in these shows. Further research revealed that “Seussical” is still being produced by theatre companies and schools despite the shortcomings of its namesake. How is it that we can condemn the books but not the plays and movies based on them?

Of course, Dr. Seuss is in good company these days, as people call for removing the names of Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, and Woodrow Wilson from buildings and institutions across America because of their beliefs and behaviors hundreds of years ago despite their contributions to our nation. Singer Kate Smith’s rendition of “God Bless America” has similarly been banished by the New York Yankees and The Philadelphia Flyers because she recorded songs with racial content in the 30s. To borrow a term from George Orwell’s “1984,” these historical icons are being dumped down the memory hole, “in effect, re-writing all of history to match the often-changing” world we live in.

Perhaps Dr. Seuss said it best: “Humor is a funny thing. You pick something out of the air. If the air changes, It’s not funny anymore.” My air hasn’t changed. I cherish the memories of sitting with my mom, laughing, as I read his books aloud. I choose to remember the magic he brought into my life.

Kathy is a Georgia resident. Find her books “The Ink Penn: Celebrating the Magic in the Everyday” and “Lord Banjo the Royal Pooch” at Books Unlimited in Franklin and on Amazon. “Lord Banjo the Royal Pooch” is also available at Highlands Mountain Paws. Contact her at inkpenn119@gmail.com, and follow her on Facebook, www.facebook.com/KathyManosPennAuthor/...
BREAKFAST * LUNCH * DINNER * GRILL
WOOD-FIRED PIZZA * DELI * BAKERY

MOUNTAIN FRESH GROCERY
COOKING FOR HIGHLANDS

BREAKFAST
Daily until 11:00
Made-to-order with cage-free eggs, freshly-made Belgian waffles and French toast, bacon, sausage, ham, biscuits, muffins and croissants. Espresso bar featuring in-house roasted coffee and the best Mimosas around!

LUNCH & DINNER
Grill - daily 11:00 until close
Freshly-ground Angus brisket burgers, hand-cut fries, specialty salads and sandwiches, and while-they-last daily features. Daily hot bars include Asian, Mexican, and more!
Wood-fired pizza oven - daily 11:00 until close
Authentic Neapolitan pizza made from scratch, Fresh Grande cheese, basil, crushed tomatoes, homemade Italian sausage and pancetta.
Gluten-free crust available!

SUNDAY SOUTHERN BRUNCH BAR
Every Sunday from 11:30-3:30
Menu may include skillet fried chicken, country Angus steak, skillet corn, biscuits & preserves, mashed potatoes, veggies, cobbler, with soup & salad bar available.

WINE MARKET & CRAFT BEER
A comprehensive selection of wine with great prices and a knowledgeable staff. Wine and craft beer by-the-glass and cocktails available. Enjoy a drink while shopping!

BAKERY
Full-service scratch bakery with Artisan breads and pastries and doughnuts, made fresh daily. Custom cakes to chocolate chip cookies - something for everyone.

SPECIALTY CHEESES
Artisan and domestic cheeses, tapenades, olives, our house-made crackers, and other specialty food items...

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.MFGRO.COM
STORE OPENS MONDAY - SATURDAY AT 7AM & SUNDAY AT 8AM
Corner of Fifth & Main, Highlands NC • 828.526.2400

And Much More

• Investing at 4,118 Ft
  New home innovations

A true innovation for the home should either improve on an existing product or fulfill a need we didn’t know we had. As I was flipping through the magazine “This Old House,” the following article regarding “Inspired Inventions” caught my eye. The following are items that might be of interest to homeowners on the Plateau:

1. Perennial Roof Tile: Daltile invented a porcelain roof tile that resembles slate, clay or wood-shingle roofing that can be used anywhere in the country. It has a lifetime warranty and has life expectancy of 75 years!

2. Phyn Plus Smart Water Assistant and Shutoff: Unlike the water cop which is just on or off, this sophisticated system utilizes an ultrasonic sensor that detects leaks and freezing pipe and notifies your smartphone while stopping a leak in 60 seconds.

3. Corkoleum by We Cork: From the bark that plugs wine bottles comes this cushiony, waterproof flooring that once glued down is coated with wood-floor finish and is warranted to last 20 years.

4. Optim-R Vacuum Insulate Panel by Kingspan Insulation: This foil-wrapped insulation achieves an astounding R-32 per inch-about 10 times the R-value of fiberglass insulation.

5. ComfortSeal Interior Window by Larson: These aluminum-framed windows form such a tight seal against an existing window’s jams and stool, they can cut air filtration by 75% and outdoor noise by one-half.

6. Load Center with Wi-Fi Connectivity by Leviton: Finally, an electrical panel for the 21st century. It has LED-lit circuit breakers that show you what is working, what is tripped, and whether the trip was a ground fault or an arc fault. It will send alerts to your smart device, and let you track power usage - and cost - for your whole house or individual circuits. Did you forget to turn off the oven? Use your phone to trip its circuit remotely.

There are 20 new inventions in this article. These are just a few that seem particularly relevant to our area.

As far as state of the real estate market so far this year, the universal word which is always true to describe real estate applies today: Unbelievable!

The market in sales volume and unit sales is down over 20% on the Multiple Listing Service, but every broker you know is unbelievably busy! The challenge is that we have plenty of buyers who cannot find what they are looking for: new, light, bright and white. All of the rustic, brown homes have fallen out of favor with the new “modern mountain” trend. As a Seller, you must decide to renovate or drop your price to make it attractive for a buyer to remodel and take on a project. I am afraid that is the way to get your home sold in this market.

Jody Lovell • 828-526-4104
highlandssotheybrealty.com

• Biz/Org News
  Greenway ‘Trailworker of the Year’

Highlands Plateau Greenway President Ran Shaffner presents Jim Chance with the Trail Worker of the Year Award at its June 15th Annual Meeting. New officers elected to the Greenway Board were Sonya Carpenter, President; Hillrie Quin, Vice-President; Kevin Gates, Secretary; and Kathy Smith, Treasurer.

Left is Ran Shaffner with Jim Chance.
The following public service announcement comes compliments of Mother Nature.

A few weeks ago, my darling wife informed me that she had won the lottery.

Since we don’t typically buy lottery tickets, I couldn’t imagine what she was talking about.

Turns out she’d entered the annual lottery for an opportunity to drive to the glorious Great Smoky Mountain National Park, get a hotel room, stand in line with people from all over America, the world, and await a seat on a Gatlinburg Trolley with backpacks filled with bottled water, lawn chairs in hand, slather yourselves in bug spray, pray for a rain-free night in order to fireflies doing what fireflies do.

She received notice we had won the chance to sit in the woods with a thousand of our fellow humans until dozens, or hundreds, or thousands of blinking fireflies decided to – well – mate. That’s what she won.

It turns out she was one of approximately 1,800 from a field of 28,000 entrants to score this opportunity.

**LETTERS from page 8**

Tuition that will prepare our students to become the employees needed by businesses in Macon County and throughout the world. Macon County students will leave our high schools with a better understanding of the technology and skills necessary to be successful in any career path. By continuing to provide resources needed for renovation and maintenance, you ensure that our children and staff are able to learn and work in safe, modern facilities.

As a result of your support, our school system is inspired to work even harder for the community that we love. Again, thank you very much for your support of Macon County Schools.

When we invest in students, we are investing in our greatest asset!

Dr. Chris Baldwin
Macon County Schools Superintendent

**BlueZones kickoff deemed a success**

Dear Editor,

This letter is to the communities of Western North Carolina.

Two hundred people from Cashiers, Franklin, Highlands, Sylva and Macon and Jackson counties attended the BlueZones Kickoff Presentation on Monday, June 10. As chair of the organizing committee, I want to thank everyone who attended this gathering of communities in Western North Carolina.

It is not hard to imagine a BlueZones Region here in the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains. The creation of a BlueZones region consisting of the communities cited above has the potential to transform the health, and overall vitality of these communities in this region. The program supports efforts to foster individual longevity and engagement.

Tony Buettner, the keynote speaker at the kickoff, emphasized that BlueZones Communities are being created across the country. When communities buy into actualizing the nine points of the BlueZones program, positive, measurable results related to health and wellness of the overall population occur.

The next step in the process will be for the organizing committee to process the data and presents its findings to a BlueZones Region consisting of the communities cited above.

The creation of a BlueZones region consisting of the communities cited above has the potential to transform the health, and overall vitality of these communities in this region. The program supports efforts to foster individual longevity and engagement.

Tony Buettner, the keynote speaker at the kickoff, emphasized that BlueZones Communities are being created across the country. When communities buy into actualizing the nine points of the BlueZones program, positive, measurable results related to health and wellness of the overall population occur.

The next step in the process will be for the organizing committee to process the data and presents its findings to a BlueZones Region consisting of the communities cited above.

The creation of a BlueZones region consisting of the communities cited above has the potential to transform the health, and overall vitality of these communities in this region. The program supports efforts to foster individual longevity and engagement.

Tony Buettner, the keynote speaker at the kickoff, emphasized that BlueZones Communities are being created across the country. When communities buy into actualizing the nine points of the BlueZones program, positive, measurable results related to health and wellness of the overall population occur.

Our trolley drove to Elkmont, turned onto Little River Road and arrived at our destination. We chose our vantage point. My overly analytical mind had me wondering if this was worth the effort.

Short answer: it was. It definitely was.

We patiently waited just over an hour for the fireflies (they’re actually beetles, we learned) to begin their annual mating ritual.

That’s right; we were voyeur’s, watching a bunch of Photinus Carolinus fulfill their reproductive process. We didn’t get to watch the actual… thing; that would have been creepy.

That said, the show we did see was, in a word, awesome.

We couldn’t discern how many of these winged beetles blinked six times and then, magically, mysteriously, all went dark at the same moment. That was the synchronous part. For almost 45 minutes we were literally surrounded by what had to be thousands of winking, blinking fireflies, all winking and blinking and then going dark. Words don’t do justice to the amazing, silent, visual effect of nature, in action, doing what nature does.

Despite having repeatedly been told not to do so, a couple of yahoos fired up bright, white light from flashlights or mobile devices. This literally scared the fireflies and had the effect of dimming the show for the rest of us. They were roundly shamed by those who chose to follow the park’s protocols. We rule-following humans – as well as the fireflies themselves – appreciated it when the scene returned to the near-total darkness required for us to watch this wonderful spectacle.

Firefly mating season is now officially over but rest assured the show will return next year and, hopefully, every year from now on.

The Great Smoky Mountain National Park is a natural treasure and is located about an hour and a half from Highlands. It’s huge – over half a million acres – and is a haven for camping, hiking, fishing, nature gazing, and so much more. Especially magnificent is the eleven-mile loop of heaven known as Cades Cove. Plan a visit while you’re here. You won’t regret it.

Until then, remember, only about 1,800 fortunate souls each year in the spring get the opportunity to fill a car, visit the park and see the fireflies. It’s a singular, magnificent moment to watch nature, in all its marvel and wonder, take its course.

Good luck!

**COREY JAMES GALLERY & Estate Consignments Open Everyday!**

(828) 526-4818

On the corner of 3rd & Spring

**Highlands Country Club**

Gorgeous views with end of the cul-de-sac privacy, this 3 bedrooms 3 baths home is the perfect mix of rustic and elegance. 2 fireplaces. Furniture available separately. Offered for for $974,900. Contact Andrea Gabbard 828-200-6742.
Thoughts that transform grief at CLE

Grief – it is inescapable for all of us, yet despite its inevitability, rarely are we adequately equipped to deal with the pain and emotional turmoil that follows an actual, a symbolic or an intangible psychological loss. It is also a subject that we tend to avoid talking about. Dr. Jane Williams, a gifted therapist, storyteller and author of the book “Mysterious Moments: Thoughts that transform grief” will be at the Center for Life Enrichment on Thursday, June 27. Beginning at 2:00 she will use the narratives of people who are trying to sort through the seasaw of emotions that come with the grieving process. It is very personal and at times complicated.

Dr. Williams is a clinical psychologist, retired from Wake Forest Medical School and has completed a postdoctoral fellowship at Harvard where she trained in Medical Crisis Counseling. Although dealing with grief is a normal part of loss and bereavement, we can experience and cope with loss in different ways. Loss can bring us closer to people who are still in our lives and provide us with a unique opportunity to find out more about ourselves.

There are no rules and each person copes differently; some people will have a “mysterious moment” and experience a feeling of peace, hope or healing. Although everyone reacts to loss in different ways, we are prepared to deal with the pain and emotional turmoil that result after we lose someone or something that is intrinsically valuable to us.

Please join us for this presentation on a topic that is a part of life for everyone. Cost is $25 for members/$35 for non-members. Walk-ins are welcome. Lectures are held in the CLE lecture hall in the lower level of the Peggy Crosby Center, located at 348 S. 5th Street. Students can attend all $25 lectures for FREE. For more information or to register please call 526-8811 or visit www.clehighlands.com.
Highlands Area Events
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collected from attendees at the kickoff session. That information, coupled with feedback from stakeholder institutions, will determine the community and regional interest in moving to the next study and needs assessment phase of the BlueZones program.

The organizing committee will share the results of the surveys in the weeks to come. In the meantime, questions concerning the BlueZones program can be answered by contacting me at (828) 506-7025.

I want to thank all the people who worked on the initial organizing committee and those folks and organization who have been so receptive and supportive of this initial effort.

Without support from all these Western Carolina communities this first BlueZones program would not have been the success that it was.

Sallie Taylor, Chair, BlueZones Organizing Committee

It’s a ‘caring’ area

Dear Editor,

Last evening we had yet another act of generosity, the likes of which we continue to experience on our visit to the Highlands-Cashiers area. One of our guest became ill after the drive from Highlands over to the Canyon Kitchen. He ordered anyway, thinking he would be able eat but could not.

The staff was most concerned and tried to comfort him, which they did. They also did not charge him for dinner but suggested a beverage to settle his stomach instead. Wonderful country, people and experiences, just does not get any better than The Highlands.

Mike Marsh
Brandon, MS

Drive customers to your business.
Advertise in Highlands Newspaper. It WORKS.

...on the Verandah
Restaurant
on Lake Sequoyah

Davis Family Vineyards
Wine Dinner
June 29 at 6 p.m.
$115 per person
6 wines paired w/6 courses

An intimate evening of fine wine with winemaker Guy Davis and delicious cuisine by Andrew Figel and Jerri Fifer.

Please call for reservations.
828-526-2338

Highlander Kathy Smith snapped this shot of this rare Lady Slipper in front of the first parking lot entry to the Jane Woodruff Clinic building at H-C Hospital the morning of Friday, May 10. “My hiking group hiked yesterday an hour into the woods to find one specimen, and here it is blooming in the hospital parking lot!”

Looking good is a matter of opinion.
Looking natural is a matter of expertise.
Call to see how.

Center for Plastic Surgery
Robert T. Buchanan, MD
Board Certified Plastic Surgeon
526-3783 • Toll Free 877-526-3784
Highlands-Cashiers Hospital Campus
www.PlasticSurgeryToday.com

SUMMER SALE!
40% to 60% OFF!
25% off Cleaning & Repairs
34 years in Highlands!

Hand Cleaning Restoration Appraisals

Shiraz ORIENTAL RUG GALLERY
828-526-5759

MAIN STREET • OAK SQUARE IN HIGHLANDS
WWW.SHIRAZRUGGALLERIES.COM
Our entire inventory of thousands of antique & contemporary rugs from Persia, China, Pakistan, India & Turkey is now available.

The Wildfire LED Fire Lantern

The Dry Sink
The Dry Sink • Main Street • Highlands, NC

BACK IN BLACK
at The Dry Sink!
Franklin and Nantahala. This is a function of a resolution commissioners passed several years ago when they created the Highlands and Franklin-Nantahala Area Tourism Development Commissions (TDC) to promote tourism in the county.

The tricky thing with the way Airbnb, Inc. conducts business is when it collects the occupancy tax and pays the county it does not identify the owner of the property or where the property is located. This has presented a challenge for the county’s finance department because they haven’t been able to credit the money to the right district as originally set up in the county’s TDC resolutions.

For the last four years, the money has been set aside until a decision had been made to fairly distribute the funds. Despite requests from the county, Airbnb, Inc. has refused to provide the county with the names of the homeowners or their locations, preventing the county from allocating the funds to the appropriate TDC for Highlands, Franklin and Nantahala.

The refusal of Airbnb, Inc. to disclose the property information prompted County Attorney Chester Jones to recommend to commissioners to modify the documents and bylaws to the TDC as well as the resolution that created those two entities to take into consideration the difficulty the county has had to apply the documents in the way they were originally set up.

At their June meeting held last week, the Macon County Board of Commissioners unanimously voted to allocate the $178,000 in occupancy taxes as recommended by Jones. Jones suggested the most equitable way to distribute the money was to appropriate the funds using a percentage based on known occupancy rates in each district. The percentages he recommended are 71.04 percent for Highlands, 22.74 percent for Franklin and 6.22 percent for Nantahala. Using these percentages approved by the commissioners, the funds from the Airbnb, Inc. occupancy taxes will be distributed in August 2019 to each district.

Once amended these percentages are now set in the resolution, and if the county finds the percentages need to be changed, the documents will again have to be amended.

In addition to amending the by-laws for the district’s TDC, amendments also had to be made to service contracts between the county and the Highlands Area Chamber of Commerce and the Franklin Area Chamber of Commerce. The chambers assist with the advancement and cultivation of tourism in Macon County and work to promote tourism for their district.
GEM SHOW

Thursday, July 11 through Saturday, July 13
10:30 AM - 4:30 PM

Full Service Jeweler • Repairs • Restorations • Appraisals
Jannie Bean Designs
152 S. 2nd Street | Highlands, NC | 828-526-5858
www.JannieBeanDesigns.com

HIGHLANDS HISTORIC VILLAGE

WALK THROUGH HIGHLANDS HISTORY

MAJOR EXHIBITS:
• Prince House Circa 1877
• Museum - 4,000 Artifacts
• Old Jail - 1918
• Lapham Tent House 1908

MEMORIAL WEEKEND THROUGH OCTOBER

FREE ADMITTANCE
www.highlandshistory.com

1...HURRICANES continued from page 1

Kenter now holds 13 Mountain Swim League Records. Finneaus Garner, Blake Kenter and brothers, Elias and Aniah McKim, all scored 25 pts. and won 4 events. Garner had 2 PRs. Kate Haner had 2 PRs while scoring 24 pts. and winning 4 events. Savannah Byrd and Junior Olympian, Jack Sumner, each scored 23 pts., won 4 events and had a PR. Junior Olympic Qualifier, Jordan Powell, scored 22 pts., won 3 events and had a PR. Justin Powell, Max Jestin and Junior Olympian, Conner Hughes, all scored 21 pts. Hughes and Jestin won 3 events, while Powell had a PR and won 2 events. Brother and sister duo, Timmy and Cassie McDowell, and brothers, Andre and Ben Halldin, all scored 20 pts. The 2 McDowell's and Andre Halldin all had 2 PRs. Cassie won 1 event and Timmy won 2. Ben won 4 events and Andre won 1.

JoJo Cohen and Emilina Hernandez both had 2 PRs en route to scoring 19 pts. Cohen won 3 events, Hernandez 2. Ben Haner, Mark Gross and Asa Garner all scored 18 pts. Haner and Garner won 3 events. Gross had 3 PRs and won 2 events. Haner had 2 PRs.

Ansley Hughes and Jayden Hughes each scored 17 pts. Jayden had 2 PRs and won 2 events; Ansley won 3 events and had 1 PR. Jack Haner and Maddi Symanski scored 16 pts. Haner had 3 PRs, Symanski had 2 and won 2 events. Lauch Young and Jasmin Abranyi each scored 15 pts. and won 2 events. Abranyi had 2 PRs. Katya Somov scored 13 pts. and won 2 events. Briella McKim and Alex Barranco scored 11 pts. McKim had 3 PRs, Barranco 1. Barrett McKim and Anton Halldin scored 10 pts. McKim had a PR and won 2 events, while Halldin had 3 PRs. Jose-Luis Pinilla Salas scored 8 pts. and had 3 PRs, Kailyn Taylor scored 4 pts. and had 2 PRs. Also swimming for the Hurricanes was Clair Haner who had a PR.

The Hurricanes have six swimmers who have qualified and will be competing in the AAU Junior Olympics in Greensboro, NC July 25-28. Jordan Powell, Matti Cohen, Chase Kenter, Jack Sumner, Elias McKim, Dasha Halldin.

The Highlands Hurricanes are a Highlands Recreation Park Team. They practice at the Highlands Recreation Park Pool Monday through Thursday evenings and Saturday mornings. The only requirement to join the team is that you be able to swim 25 yards (one pool length) unassisted. For more information call Steve Hott, at 828-421-4121.
...WOODRUFF continued from page 1

for onsite housing for those on call.

Over the years, fire alarms, first-responder calls, motor vehicle accidents and search and rescue calls have increased dramatically and having an all-volunteer department is no longer viable.

For the past three years, the town has been looking for the biggest bang for its buck in regard to changes at the fire department. Commissioners considered renovating the current building or buying in-town property to build a new complex.

Renovations to the current building ended up not working due to underlying rock, the lay of the land and new criteria.

However, finding affordable property in downtown Highlands proved to be an obstacle until Woodruff came along.

She generously offered to sell the 2.48 acres (two parcels) to the town for $1.5 million instead of the $3.7 million listing price.

“As mayor I am very gratified that the Town of Highlands will be able to purchase the property across from the Highlands Post Office [between PNC Bank and Main Street Nursery] for the purpose of building a new fire station. It will have an aesthetic design that will complement the surrounding buildings and add to the appearance of the downtown area,” said Mayor Pat Taylor.

An increase in the fire tax from one cent per $100 valuation to three cents will bring in the money needed to buy the property and build the building. Even with the two-cent increase, Highlands still has the lowest fire tax in the county.

“I want to thank Ms. Jane Woodruff for selling this prime commercial property to the town at a significantly reduced price. She was very supportive of locating the fire department in this beautiful and critically located piece of property,” said Taylor. “We both agree that this facility will serve the Highlands community for many decades to come. This project is just one of several that shows Ms. Woodruff’s love and support for our community.”

Mayor Taylor said Pat Allen of Pat Allen Realty Group, the listing agent for the property worked with Woodruff and the town to make sure this project moved forward.

“When we finalized the deal in my office, Jane and the Mayor expressed how honored they were to meet,” said Pat Allen. “It was a sweet and joyful moment. I’m delighted that I could help the town as well.”

HF&R Chief Ryan Gearhart said state requirements dictated what a new fire station complex needed in terms of land.

“In order for the fire department to get full credit for training through the ISO system, the state requires the training facility to be on 2+ acres,” he said.

According to Town Manager Josh Ward, a contract has been signed but the purchase is contingent on the approval of the Local Government Commission (LGC) for the town to borrow $5.5 million for the purchase of the property and the construction of a new building.

If the LGC approves the request, the loan will be applied for through BB&T for a 15-year term and paid by the fire tax.

Ward said the process will take several months.

Aside from the financials, Gearhart said there are still several steps to complete before they break ground on the new site.

“We are in the process of getting a topo survey and plans drawn which are steps one and two. We will then need to get a bid number ($) for the construction of the building, and then go through the loan process. But we are really excited about this endeavor,” he said.

Ward said in order to receive bids for the construction, the project architect needs to complete the design for the building and submit for bids. The bid for construction, along with the purchase price of the property will then be submitted to the LGC for approval.

With no obstacles in sight, a new, expanded HF&R department at a new location is on the horizon.

“It’s my pleasure,” said Woodruff. “I am happy to be a part of our new fire station!”

– Kim Lewicki

...GREEN continued from page 1

Zones project proposed for the area involves Highlands, Cashiers, Sylva and Franklin.

“BlueZones fit well within the social determinants of health and a connecting greenway would be great for people’s health and a great component of economic development,” said Taylor.

For now, the Mayor is the only elected official in the group of like-minded individuals – The Greenway’s Hillrie Quin, Dr. Gary Wein of the Highlands Cashiers Land Trust, members of the town’s GIS/MIS department, and Sam Lupas from Cashiers.

“This workgroup is trying to map out possible routes around country clubs and private property, if possible,” he said. “No formal proposals are forthcoming – it’s too early for that.”

Calling it the “map exploratory phase,” the mayor said the group is looking at map overlays and discussing what are possible connections between the two communities in way of trails.

“We have come up with about three possibilities that are very general and not complete by any means. This will take months and years to come about. There are a lot of moving parts – agencies and stakeholders involved – and it would take a lot of funding,” said Taylor.

The type of trail will be based on the terrain, barriers, and possible mixed-use. Would it just be for hiking or biking, too?

Due to potential meandering routes the trail would likely be longer than the 12-mile stretch between the towns. The mayor stressed that this would be a semi-volunteer project that will include stakeholders with resources – Macon and Jackson counties, NCDOT, USFS and the Leadership Council in Cashiers.

He stressed that this is a baby step in a conceptual process that he hopes will move forward. The Town Board will hear about the project tonight.

– Kim Lewicki and Brian O’Shea
We are deep into the month of June and summer is going strong. If you planted flowers or a garden, hopefully at this time you have “reaped what you sowed.” Or, at least you see signs of flowers and some fruit of what you have sown.  

Still, it can happen that even a well-planned garden doesn’t bear the intended bounty. Many things that can go wrong. It can happen in our lives as well. We can be discouraged in life. Even with our best laid plans, not all our hopes and dreams come true. Nevertheless, be an encourager! Jesus knew about discouragement. He did good things. He healed people and spoke gracious words. Yet, He maintained a positive viewpoint. 

He expressed this experience in a story about a farmer—who sowed seeds. The farmer threw seeds everywhere. That frivolous action tells us this is an unusual farmer; an unusual person -and maybe adds a bit of humor- after all, how silly! Well, after all that sowing, only a few seeds fell on good soil. Yet that was all it took. Just a few seeds falling on good soil and they produced a huge harvest.  

With that story Jesus teaches us to remain encouraged in your life. While some of your efforts in life will prove frivolous, other efforts of your life will fall on good soil and you will reap a huge harvest. 

Some years ago, a woman was seriously injured in a car wreck. The next morning the doctors came into her hospital room and said, “We hate to tell you this, but we are going to have to remove your right eye. It is so badly damaged we will have to take it out…but we can replace it with an artificial eye.” The doctors were afraid she would fall into total despair. They were afraid she would give up on her life. How surprised they were when she said, “If you have to give me a new eye… then give me one with a twinkle in it!” Isn’t that great? She faced her disability with strength, courage, and even humor! She decided to make the best of her situation. She didn’t give up. She didn’t fall into self-pity. She cast her efforts wide enough to fall on good soil.  

This woman was an encourager in the face of life’s setbacks. It was the Apostle Paul who said, “You reap what you sow.” That’s a great truth. If you sow negative emotions, you will reap negative emotions. But if you sow positive emotions, you reap positive emotions. The choice seems clear: sow encouragement! Be an encourager! Find someone you can encourage. Help the seed fall on good soil and reap a good, bountiful harvest.
Landmark Realty Group, a local boutique luxury real estate firm, announced the launch of its first in-house real estate team, Mountain Life Properties of LandmarkRG. This new effort is the brainchild of Doug Treadwell, a visionary real estate veteran, who joined the Landmark Realty Group earlier this year.

Pulling from his prior experience in major metropolitan markets, Doug will lead and work with a team of real estate professionals in offering an unprecedented and consistent customer experience. “The cutting-edge companies around the country encourage the team approach to working with both buyers and sellers. By forming a team of dynamic and professional partners, the sum of the parts is stronger than the individuals,” said Doug Treadwell.

Mountain Life Properties of LandmarkRG will have a devoted group of experienced brokers, working side-by-side, in a multifaceted approach to deliver a more consistent and comprehensive client experience. “By integrating the time, talent and personalities of these exceptional people, our clients will receive a “concierge-style” experience. Having not one representative, but an actual team, to facilitate high-quality service at your beck and call. Whether you are looking for the mountain home of your dreams, or a homeowner looking to sell quickly, our team puts you first.” said Carol Wilson, General Manager and broker of Landmark Realty Group on the Plateau.

Joining Doug on the Mountain Life Properties of LandmarkRG team are Dan Doughty and Beverly Berkstresser. Collectively, the three bring over 60 years of experience to the new initiative on the Plateau.

“Our commitment is to provide a cooperative atmosphere through professional expertise, exceptional vision and unwavering ethics, providing exceptional service for all clients.” said Doug Treadwell.

Mountain Life Properties of LandmarkRG operates out of Landmark’s Highlands Office, located at 225 Main Street, next to the Park on Main Hotel. Doug and his team look forward to working with you on the Plateau. To contact Doug directly, please email: Douglas.Treadwell@landmarkrg.com or call or call 828-482-2800.

Pictured from left are Dan Doughty, Beverly Berkstresser and Doug Treadwell.
**Loma Linda Farm**

Dog Boarding • Day Care
Pastoral Park
in Home and Leash Free Lodging in the lap of luxury
(828) 421-7922
Highlands NC
lomalindafarm@gmail.com
www.lomalindafarm.com

**DOUGLAS TANK**
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
New Home Construction • Remodeling • Licensed & Insured
Serving Highlands since 1983
Referrals available.
828-526-9450
drtank43@hotmail.com
PO Box 2014 • Highlands, NC 28741

**Home Maid Cleaning Service, LLC**
- Residences & Vacation Rentals
- Quality Work
- Free Estimates
- Insured
Give Us A Ring • (828) 371-1702
www.HomeMaidCleaningServiceNC.com

**Bill Barber Homes**
billbarber22@gmail.com
billbarberhomes.com
(828) 226-9696

**Dornbush Design Studio**
828-526-0031 • barb@dornbushdesign.com
www.dornbushdesign.com

**Whiteside Cove Cottages**
800-805-3558 • 828-526-2222

**Home Maid Cleaning Service, LLC**
- Indoor
- Exterior
- Pressure Washing
- Drywall Repair
- Window Cleaning
- Gutter Cleaning
- Deck Repair
riospainting0864@gmail.com
Find us on FaceBook
Owner Elias Rios

**STEVE CONNOR DRAFTING, INC.**
CAD Architectural Drafting + Design
Steve Connor
828-342-2884
SCDrafting1@gmail.com

**Larry Houston Rock Work**
Walls • Fireplaces • Patios • Piers
All Rock Work • Stucco
(828) 526-4138 or (828) 200-3551

**Whiteside Cove Cottages**
800-805-3558 • 828-526-2222

**VIVA WELLNESS**
Dr. Kit Barker, Ph.D.
526-1566
110 mins. $25

**Hometown Cedar Roof Cleaning**
- Certified • Softwash process
- Eradicate infestations
- Rehydrate shakes • Extend roof life
FREE ESTIMATE
Call or email for a FREE Eagleview report of your roof including pictures and measurements.
828-342-5432
william@hometownroofcleaning.biz

**Business Card Ads:**
$17 per week BW
$22 per week Color

**Classified Ads:**
$6 for 10 words
20 cents each additional word
$2 for color highlight; $5 for graphic

Ideal for DIYers: Bring in a “Designer for a Day”
Save Money & Time & Avoid Mistakes
**CLASSIFIEDS**

**OPEN HOUSE**

PUBLIC WELCOME – June 26, 1-2 p.m., 83 Oak Point, Highlands – 4 bedrooms, 4 baths being sold. FURNISHED $895,000. From Whiteside Mountain Road turn right onto Magnolia Drive (the gate will be open for this event). Stay on Magnolia Drive approximately 1/2 mile - turn right onto Oak Point. Turn right into driveway #83. BRING THIS AD TO BE ENTERED INTO A DRAWING! Andrea Gabbard Broker 828-200-6742. Highlands Sotheby’s International Realty.

**ITEM FOR SALE**

ORIENTAL RUG – Karastan Kirman #759 8x12 excellent condition $500. 828-342-4115 (st. 6/13)

**COMIC BOOKS** – Buy/Sell. Call Bob @ 302-530-1109 (st. 5/23)

**HELP WANTED**

BUSY RETAIL SHOP ON MAIN STREET in Highlands is looking for self-motivated, enthusiastic, people-oriented help. Part Time. Hours can be flexible. An understanding of how to operate a computer is essential and organizational skills would be appreciated. Send emails with resume and references to: colleenk959@gmail.com (st. 6/20)

**EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF TOURISM AND MARKETING** – The Highlands Chamber of Commerce and Visitor's Center seeks a dynamic, self-motivated, experienced professional to lead the team as the Executive Director of Tourism and Marketing. This full-time position will be responsible for promoting Highlands to potential visitors and prospective industries while serving as an advocate for the local business community. The successful candidate will have five+ years experience in board leadership, project management, strategic planning, tourism development, and management of an annual budget of at least $500,000. Salary will be competitive and based on experience. To apply, please submit a cover letter and résumé with three professional references via email to highlands-chamberjobs@gmail.com.

**DUTCHMANS CASUAL LIVING STORE** Looking for full and part time sales associate to join our team. Must be able to work weekends and holidays. Please call Shannon or Gabri at 828-526-8864. (st. 6/6)

**RANDEVU RESTAURANT** is looking for great people to fill the following positions: Waitstaff/Hostess, Dishwasher, Line Cooks. Open 8-3. Be home in the evenings. Randevu is a great family/ team atmosphere with excellent wages. Call 828-743-0190 for interview. (st. 5/23)

**EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE AT HIGHLANDS SMOKEHOUSE.** Hiring all positions. Commitment to excellence in food quality and guest service. We are proud of the products and service we provide, we create experiences just not sell food. Offering defined, sane schedules and healthy work environment allowing for a balanced life. Very cooperative pay. Food service experience preferred. Tobacco free workplace. Contact us at Smokehouserecruiting@gmail.com. (st. 5/2)

**STORE IN HIGHLANDS AND CASHIERS, NC.** Full time, part time and seasonal. Inquire to 828-200-0928. (st. 3/38)

**SKYLINE LODGE** – Hiring part-time Front Desk Clerk and Housekeepers. Download, drop by or call 828-526-2121 for an application. Background checks done. (st. 3/28)

**ALLISON DIANE CLOTHING** – looking for a part-time sales associate. Call 828-526-5404 or come by Bryson’s Corner at Main and 4th streets. (st. 3/21)

**THE UGLY DOG PUB** wants you to be a part of our team. We need managers, full-time servers, bartenders, and support staff with a positive attitude, ability to multitask, and a willingness to work as a team. Experience preferred but not required. Working nights and weekends is required. 828-526-8364 theuglydogstaff@gmail.com. (st. 3/21)

**WOLFGANG'S RESTAURANT** is looking for experienced waitstaff, hostesses, line cook, pantry person and bussers. Please call Jakue at 526-3807. (st. 2/14)

**MOUNTAIN FRESH GROCERY** has full- and part-time positions available. Competitive wages for all positions, 18+ only. Apply in person at 521 East Main Street in Highlands or call 828-526-2400.

- Food Server, Cashier, and Barista (includes tips)
- Dishwasher, Pizza, Bakery
- Grill line services

**GUTTER CLEANING, METAL ROOF & FABRICATION** roof repairs, chimney flashing, debris removal. Call 371-1103. (st. 4/26)

**THE DRY SINK IN HIGHLANDS** is hiring for full or part time sales positions for the 2019 season. If you like to cook, that is a plus! We're looking for team oriented people who can offer great customer service to our many customers. If you are friendly, detail oriented, like helping others, enjoy cooking, gadgets, and lots of interesting merchandise, come by and fill out an application, or submit information to: contact_us@thedrysink.com. (st. 4/18)

**OLD EDWARDS INN & SPA** are looking for the following employees: Full-time seasonal sales assistant- Acorns; Sous Chef/Cooks; Assistant Pastry Chef; Front Desk Supervisors/Bellmen; Housekeeping Supervisor; Spa Operations Manager; Cosmetologists/Nail Technicians; Hostess/Bartenders/Servers/Bussers. Please apply online at www.oldedwardsinn.com or call: Pat Turnbull at 828-787-2697. (st. 3/7)

**POTPOURRI BOUTIQUE STORES IN HIGHLANDS & CASHIERS** looking for full time and part time sales persons. Retail sales experience with women’s clothing and accessories preferred, eyewear experience a plus. Must be able to work weekends and holidays, except Easter Sunday, Thanksgiving day and Christmas day. Fun, lively, fast paced environment. Please stop by the store for application or email resume to potpourri-highlands@yahoo.com. (st. 4/4)

**SALES ASSOCIATE HIGH END RETAIL CLOTHING**

**SALESMAN**永远 your clients.

**SHETTEWICK co.** Interior & Exterior Painting.

**MURPHY'S PAINTING**


**HIGHLANDS HANDYMAN** – Can fix anything inside or out. Carpentry, painting, pressure washing, lawn care, hauling, and will monitor house during winter. Free Estimates. References. Call Tony 828-200-5770 or 828-482-0159. (9/20)
Top Producers for 14 Years

Pat Allen
Realty Group
Not the Biggest ... Just the Best!
www.patallenrealtygroup.com

BROKERS:
Kurt Barbee     828-545-7272
Ryan Bears      803-271-5426
Christy Harris  404-229-8737
Rick Harrison   404-906-5113
Julie Osborn    828-342-0695

Pat Allen
Broker-in-charge
Cell: 828-200-9179
pat@patallenrealtygroup.com
Office: 828-526-8784
295 Dillard Road
Highlands, NC 28741

DAVID BOCK BUILDERS

WHITE OAK REALTY GROUP
125 South 4th Street, Highlands • (828) 526-8118 • www.WhiteOakRG.com
Invest In An Extraordinary Experience

Jody Lovell • 828-526-4104
highlandssotheybsrealty.com
#1 Broker Highlands/Cashiers 2001-2018 per 33
Highlands-Cashiers MLS

HIGHLANDS
Sotheby’s
INTERNATIONAL REALTY

WILD THYME GOURMET
Open Year-Round • 7 days a week
343-D Main Street • 526-4035
Lunch 11a-4p
Dinner 5:30p
www.wildthyme.com

Paoletti
Bar/Dinner Every Evening from 5 p.m.
Reservations: 526-4906

...on the Verandah
Restaurant on Lake Sequoyah
828-526-2338
Serving Dinner nightly at 5:30
Sunday Brunch begins at 11a
www.ontheverandah.com

McCULLEY’S
Cashmere
Scotland’s Best Knitwear
Open 7 days a week
526-4407
242 S. 4th St. & Pop up on Main Street